
BACKGROUND
The topic of gender bias in book reviewing is of growing importance in the field of
cultural analytics. Using computational methods on different book review
publications, these inequalities can be further examined. Previous work from Just
Review at McGill, CWILA (Canadian Women in the Literary Arts), VIDA (Women in
Literary Arts), as well as WMC (Women’s Media Center) totals yearly book counts
in order to track skew towards male authors, as well as the genres in which it is
most common for male or female skews to arise.

ABSTRACT
Book reviewing communicates to wide audiences what types of authors can be
experts on different topics. This study examines the recent archives of one
American and two Canadian book review publications over three years, with a
total of 3,414 books reviewed. The collected data provides insight into the overall
gender ratios of book reviewers and book authors as well as any skews with
respect to different book topics.

GOALS
à Through the use of web scraping tools and scripts, amass current book

reviews into a series of case study datasets.
à Using metadata from Goodreads and OCLC, annotate datasets with author

gender, reviewer gender, and book topic.
à Use this data to examine the topic skew of each publication examined.

topic skew: the association of reviewed books of certain topics with certain
genders

RESULTS
à Although overall totals reflect a male-‐dominated field, the breakdown of

journal counts shows that only the New York Review of Books
disproportionately favors male authors and reviewers. This publication’s
gender divide has been scrutinized in previous VIDA counts, which show
similar gaps.

à Quill & Quire continues to demonstrate commitment to showcasing women
writers. In CWILA’s 2015 count, the majority of books reviewed were by
women.

à Canadian Literature shows improvement from CWILA’s 2015 count, with a
greater number of female writers overall than male writers.

à Male-‐associated topic skews:History, Politics, Economics, Philosophy, Art
à Female-‐associated topic skews: Young Adult, Family/Relationships, Historical

Fiction, Gender

à 54% of female-‐reviewed books were written by female authors; 38% were
written by male authors.

à 65% of male-‐reviewed books were written by male authors; 25% were written
by female authors.

FUTURE	  WORK
à Using the collected book reviews texts, future work can focus on the

sentiment analysis of each book review.
à Furthermore, bigrams can be extracted from the book review texts to provide

a look into what topics are frequently discussed in different genres, as well as
those which are associated with female or male authors.

METHODOLOGY

JOURNALS Quill &	  Quire Canadian	  book	  news	  magazine

Canadian	  Literature Canadian	  academic	  quarterly

New	  York	  Review	  of	  Books American culture	  magazine

YEARS 2015	  -‐ 2017

In	  order	  to	  obtain	  current	  datasets	  and	  examine	  the	  Canadian	  context	  of	  this	  
problem	  in	  the	  years	  since	  the	  last	  CWILA	  count	  in	  2015,	  journals	  examined	  had	  
available	  archives	  online.

ANNOTATION The	  following	  table	  displays	  the	  performance	  of	  the	  gender
and	  topic	  identification	  tools.	  

Gender Genre

%	  Accuracy 76% 67%

GENDER	  COUNTS

AUTHORS REVIEWERS

GENDER Male Female Mixed Male Female

All	  Reviews 1,796 1,300 306 1,887 1,491

Quill &	  Quire 357 484 80 359 531

Canadian	  
Literature *

537 564 94 513 680

New	  York	  Review	  
of	  Books

902 252 132 1,015 280
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*	  one	  nonbinary reviewer	  was	  identified,	  contributing	  three	  reviews


